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Correction to: Scientific Reports https://doi.org/10.1038/s41598-020-57735-y, published online 22 January 2020

This Article contains a typographical error in the Introduction section under subheading ‘Understanding Early 
Horse Domestication and Transport’ where,

“Historical records refer to horse-mounted warriors in western Asia by the 8th century BCE, while archaeological 
finds from localities like Arzhan 2 in southern Tuva show specialized horse equipment (bronze snaffle bits) and 
equine vertebral pathologies linked with mounted riding in Central Asia by the late 9th century BCE31.”

should read:

“Historical records refer to horse-mounted warriors in western Asia by the 8th century BCE, while archaeological 
finds from localities like Arzhan in southern Tuva show specialized horse equipment (bronze snaffle bits) and 
equine vertebral pathologies linked with mounted riding in Central Asia by the late 9th century BCE31.”
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